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The Student Success Fund for Excellence at HACC’s Gettysburg Campus 
https://youtu.be/UcKG0o1Dqdc 

 
[Fade in on shot of AMANDA HARTZEL, HACC Gettysburg Campus Director, Tutoring and Testing, sitting at 
table] 
[Fade in music] 
 
AMANDA  
My name is Amanda Hartzel. I am the director of tutoring and testing at the Gettysburg Campus  
 
[Cut to close-up of AMANDA talking] 
 
AMANDA  
and I am the chair of the Gettysburg Student Success Committee.  
 
[Cut to shot of two students doing schoolwork in the library] 
 
AMANDA VO 
The Student Success Fund for Excellence at the Gettysburg Campus 
 
[Cut to shot of a student doing schoolwork in the library] 
 
AMANDA VO 
is really a brainchild from our Gettysburg Student Success Committee.  
 
[Cut to a rack focus shot of one student in the hub area to another sitting at the same table] 
 
AMANDA VO 
So this would allow us to implement  
 
[Cut to shot of a student laughing in the hub] 
 
AMANDA VO 
many of our  
 
[Cut to shot of a student laughing in the hub] 
 
AMANDA VO 
initiatives because otherwise  
 
[Cut to shot of a student laughing in the hub] 
 
AMANDA VO 
we would not be able to afford to do them.  
 
[Cut to shot of shadows of students passing through a hallway] 
 
AMANDA VO 

https://youtu.be/UcKG0o1Dqdc
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Many of our students are faced with the challenge of food insecurity.  
 
[Cut to shot of a HACC Gettysburg Campus sign] 
 
AMANDA VO 
So the first example is  
 
[Cut to shot of HUB banners on the ceiling] 
 
AMANDA VO 
our Subway coupons.  
 
[Cut to photo of two Subway employees with the HACC hawk holding a sign that reads, “Eat Fresh at YOUR 
HACC – Gettysburg Subway!”] 
 
AMANDA VO 
At our campus we have a Subway  
 
[Cut to close-up shot of a student writing] 
 
AMANDA VO 
and when students  
 
[Cut to shot of shadows of students passing through a hallway] 
 
AMANDA VO 
are recognized that they cannot afford a meal we have donations that have been given to us  
 
[Cut to photo of a faculty member holding a sign that reads, “Faculty are here to support YOUR academic 
success!”] 
 
AMANDA VO 
through staff and  
 
[Cut to photo of a faculty member holding a sign that reads, “YOUR Math Department welcomes you!”] 
 
AMANDA VO 
faculty  
 
[Cut to photo of staff members holding a sign that reads, “We are committed to YOUR success!”] 
 
AMANDA VO 
to give a student a coupon  
 
[Cut to photo of faculty members holding a sign that reads, “We are here for you! Just ASK.”] 
 
AMANDA VO 
for a meal.  
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[Cut to close-up of AMANDA talking] 
 
AMANDA  
That's one of the initiatives. The next one is give Give Back HACC. This is a program that we do every year 
around the holidays  
 
[Cut to close-up shot of a student using a calculator and taking notes] 
 
AMANDA VO 
and we help between 25 and 35 students.  
 
[Cut to close-up shot of a student writing] 
 
AMANDA VO 
These are students that will receive food  
 
[Cut to close-up shot of a another student writing] 
 
AMANDA VO 
and food gift cards, so that these students  
 
[Cut to photo of a holiday gift box] 
 
AMANDA VO 
can provide a meal during the holiday season.  
 
[Cut to close-up of AMANDA talking] 
 
AMANDA  
And then the last one is the one that we're pretty excited about.  
 
[Cut to shot of “We heart HACC” sign on fireplace mantel] 
 
AMANDA VO 
It is called the HACC cares box.  
 
[Cut to photo of a basket of food and gift cards] 
 
AMANDA VO 
It is a physical box that will have supplies in it,  
 
[Cut to close-up of AMANDA talking] 
 
AMANDA  
food and other necessary items  that our students can take as they need.  
 
[Cut to shot of a student and tutor working together] 
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AMANDA VO 
At the end, if we could touch someone  
 
[Cut to shot of tutoring talking] 
 
AMANDA VO 
and make them feel like we care about them as a community,  
 
[Cut to shot of HACC employees holding a “welcome” sign and waving outside of the main entrance] 
 
AMANDA VO 
as a campus, that's what it's all about, in addition to getting a great education.  
 
[Cut to close-up of AMANDA talking] 
 
AMANDA  
Please join me in giving to the Student Success Fund for Excellence at the Gettysburg Campus. 
 
 
[Music fades out] 
 
 


